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Firmly in female hands 

It's a fact: Italy's "Number One" grappa distillery was founded 120 years ago by a man.  

It was Giannola Nonino (83) and her husband Benito who made a real revolution in the 

distillation scene when, in 1973, they provoked all the traditionalists with their grappa 

Monovitigno® Picolit, they made a hit. Today the management of the company is in the 

hands of their three daughters Cristina, Antonella and Elisabetta, who have now been joined 

by Giannola's granddaughter Francesca: the sixth generation of the Noninos and a highly 

capable influencer. 

The Noninos' credo: 100% artisanal distillation using the batch method, and 0% color 

additives. 

 

Interview 

Without Giannola Nonino's commitment, grappa might still be the poor man's 

stomach warmer it once was. We met with the Grande Dame, tireless as ever. 

 

Mrs. Giannola, do you remember your first sip of grappa? 

I tasted it when I was eighteen, when I met Benito Nonino. It was harvest time, and he 

wanted to show me his work. First I fell in love with him, and then I fell in love with his 

grappa. 

 
But what distinguishes grappa from good grappa? 

Good grappa is distilled from selected fresh pomace, using the traditional batch method. The skins 

are not pressed all the way down, in order to keep a few drops of must. And fresh pomace must be 

immediately brought to the distillery. Unlike cognac and Scotch whisky, which have transparent 

rules and must be distilled in an artisanal way, the specifications for grappa do not provide a fixed 

duration of distillation nor a method that must be followed. 

 

In other words? 

It is possible to work artisanally, that is in a discontinuous way, which means that after the passage, 

the pomace must be removed from the boiler and replaced with fresh pomace; or it is possible to 

work industrially, distilling in a continuous way. The problem here is that there is no obligation to 

indicate all this in the label, therefore the consumer is not given crucial information. 

 

Before grappa was a stomach warmer for poor people... 

There is a beautiful sentence by the Italian poet David Maria Turoldo. «Grappa was the water of fire 

that gave you the strength to forget hunger and go on». In those days, farmers didn't even own land, 

which they worked instead on behalf of landowners. The only thing they had was grappa. 

 

Tell us about it. 

From their masters, farmers received the pomace, which is the leftover of the production of wine, 

which they used to feed their chickens. But farmers knew there was always some alcohol in the 

pomace, and with rudimentary distillers they produced grappa for their own personal needs. 

 

Which means...? 

It means that when a doctor visited a sick person, he was rewarded with grappa. Farmers diluted 

grappa in water to quench their thirst in the hard work on the fields. They drank grappa to keep 
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warm in winter and to disinfect wounds. If one had pain in the legs, they massaged them with 

grappa. If they had a fever, they took a sip. These are things I will never forget. 

 

Your distillery has existed since 1897. At that time Orazio Nonino, who had previously travelled all 

over Friuli with his travelling still, settled down in Ronchi di Percoto... 

Orazio was a farmer, who went from vineyard to vineyard with his still on wheels, collecting 

pomace, distilling it and giving the vintners a couple of bottles of grappa in exchange. After Orazio 

came Luigi, then Antonio and finally Benito, my husband. Once the pomace was collected directly 

by the vintners, it was taken to the distillery using horse-drawn carts or motor vehicles. When I got 

my first driving license, you could convert it from a B to a C without ever having driven a truck. 

Benito used to tell me, "When we get married, you drive the truck!" We got married in 1962, and 

while our workers were taking lunch breaks we used to go to the winemakers, he driving one truck 

and I the other. And as I didn't have the strength to load the wet pomace onto the truck, with a bottle 

of grappa I used to go up to the men playing cards and say out loud, "Who wants a bottle of Nonino 

grappa?" And the truck was full in no time... (... She smiles). 

 

Your mission: to transform grappa from Cinderella into Queen. Why? 

Well, I was very proud of Benito and his grappa, because he was an extraordinary man. I could see 

the passion with which he worked; I could see him moving like an alchemist among the stills. And 

when we were invited to dinner by our friends, everyone would bring a bottle of cognac or 

sparkling wine, whereas I would bring a bottle of grappa, which was never offered to the guests. 

One evening I went into the kitchen and asked the cook. She answered: "Madam, grappa is good for 

the electrician, for the butcher, for the mechanic..."... For God’s sake! 

 

And how did it go? 

I didn't answer, but when we got into the car I said to Benito: "Enough! This isn't working!" We 

have to do something about the image of grappa. And we made experiments for almost a decade, 

until we came up with a bright idea: if we love Verduzzo for its sweetness and Ribolla for the 

fullness of its palate, why don't we try distilling the pomace type by type instead of all together? 

 

Ah, up to that moment marcs were always mixed? 

Yes, until the beginning of the 1970's, when we started distilling the first "Monovitigno" - single 

grape variety - grappa, white and red skins were always mixed together. 

 

When it was launched in 1973, your "Picolit Cru Monovitigno" created a great sensation... 

I wanted to do something in memory of my father, who had died the year before. He loved Picolit, 

Friuli's most precious native grapes and refined white wine. So I knocked on the doors of several 

winemakers to talk to them about our idea, but their response was rough: "You're crazy, madam!” 

So I tried my luck with their wives, with an indecent proposal: instead of 2500 Lire for a quintal of 

pomace I offered 2500 for a kilo of Picolit pomace! 

 

And did it work? 

Yes. And when the first single-variety Picolit grappa was ready, we had a magnificent party inviting 

the vintners, or rather their wives. And do you know who arrived instead? The husbands! (... She 

smiles) 

 

Grappa was a great medicine: 

If you had pain in your legs, you massaged them with grappa. 

If you had fever, you drank a sip. 

Giannola Nonino 
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But even the distillation of grapes was your invention. 

This idea came to me while I was returning from Switzerland, where I had visited a distillery which 

produced apricot grappa. But why had I never thought about distilling the whole bunch? Compared 

to grappa, our ÙE® distillate is even more delicate and, especially when aromatic grape varieties 

are used, it becomes a real explosion of aromas. 

 

But you're never out of ideas... 

No, I never get tired. Do you know our cocktails, our Amaro and the Botanical Drink? 

You must try them! A short while ago our "L’Aperitivo BotanicalDrink" was awarded as the 

aperitif of the year 2021. Its golden color comes totally from the Botanicals, with no dyes. My 

daughters Cristina, Antonella and Elisabetta then add sparkling wine to it. Personally I put in also 

lots of ice, two squirts of lemon juice and tonic water. And if I can't sleep, I take a plain sip. 

 

And in the kitchen? 

Oh, of course I use grappa in for cooking! In risotto with vegetables I put a little ÙE® aged Grape 

Distillate; the result is very elegant. I always add a little Grappa Riserva AnticaCuvée® to roast 

meat, the one we age in our cellar from 5 to 20 years in barriques, with the customs seal. For fish I 

use not too aromatic white grappa, like our Merlot. And when I make a cream, or an apple pie, a 

little bit of AnticaCuvée® or aromatic grappa such as Moscato... Oh my God, it's a dream! 

 

Finally: how do you recognize good quality? 

There is an old trick of our peasants: pour a couple of drops of grappa on the palm of your hand, 

and then rub your hands together. Heat releases the aromatic substances and what remains is a 

magnificent scent, pure magic, or nothing at all. Try it yourself... 














